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A new report by Diabetes UK calls for
emotional support to be included in
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As the clock ticks down to March 29,
businesses are united behind the need
to avoid a no deal Brexit, which would
hurt the very people who can least
afford it.

Why it is time to stop the clock and
revoke Article 50 to avoid a no deal
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Tom Watson: Gambling
companies should have to
reapply for their licences and
undergo proper scrutiny
Written by:  Tom Watson | The House Magazine  Posted On: 17th June 2019

Too many remote gambling licences have been granted
without proper scrutiny. Companies should have to reapply
for the privilege of operating in the British market, says Tom
Watson

SportPesa featured in a BBC news investigation on underage gamblers in Africa
- and sponsors Everton Football Club Credit: PA Images

Gambling reform has been a policy priority of mine since my
early days as an MP. I was a government whip when Labour
introduced the Gambling Act back in 2005. Little did we know at
the time that this piece of analogue legislation would almost x Close
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Leidos have a 13-year contract with
the MOD to help British SMEs supply
the UK's troops

defence supply chain
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immediately be overtaken by the pace of digital change.

Since then, I have seen first-hand the harm that some types of
gambling does in our communities, including my own
constituency of West Bromwich East. Much of this harm has
come from the high stakes of fixed-odds betting terminals, which
the Labour party successfully campaigned to change.

The effects of gambling harm are all around us. We see it in the
clustering of betting shops on our high streets. We see it in non-
stop gambling adverts during football matches. And we see it in
the devasting consequences that problem gambling can have on
the lives of ordinary people, including debt, loneliness and
suicide.

That is why I have called Britain’s gambling epidemic a public
health crisis.

It does not mean that I want to ban gambling. I enjoy a bet as
much as the next person, but it is clear that for too long some
elements of the industry have acted beyond reasonable limits. I
want to see fairness in the market, consistency in legislation, and
a reduction of harm. Instead I see the opposite. This is
particularly true when it comes to online gambling.

Over the past few weeks, my view has been reinforced. The
Gambling Commission has recently fined four online operators
for failing to put in place effective safeguards to prevent money
laundering and to protect customers from harm. 

In one case, when a customer deposited over £100,000 during a
24-hour period, the operator gave him VIP status instead of
conducting an affordability check and offered him cash bonuses
despite the bank having declined transactions from two of his
cards. 

One of these operators also has a list of so-called “white labels”
– a cluster of partnership brands which are able to market in the
UK despite not having their own individual UK licences.

At the same time, a BBC news investigation has shown how
underage gamblers in Africa are exposed to online products
without adequate age verification or affordability checks. One of
the operators featured in this investigation is a Kenyan company,
SportPesa, which operates in the UK by virtue of being a white
label partner of a licensee based on the Isle of Man. SportPesa
sponsors Everton Football Club.
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Like many people, I am concerned about the relationship
between overseas gambling operators and British football teams.
And this concern turns to alarm in the context of Kenya, a
country where 40% of the population live under the poverty line
and where local healthcare professionals are talking of an
“African child betting epidemic”.

Recent figures show that some of these white labels donated
only £50 last year to GambleAware, the UK’s main commissioner
of research, education and treatment services in reducing
gambling-related harm.

It is obvious to anyone that the system is in a mess. 

I believe that a UK gambling licence should be a hallmark of
credibility and trust. It should not be seen as a platform for
overseas operators to use the reputation of British sport as a
marketing tool for their own domestic audience, whereby the
benefits of the UK market are enjoyed, but nothing is given back
to address the harm that is caused.

That is why I am calling for a full review of all remote gambling
licences that have been issued since 2014, when changes to the
legislation came into effect.

A review of this kind would mean a total overhaul of our current
register of online gambling licences. It would mean that licence-
holders have to reapply for the privilege of operating in the
British market. If they fail to demonstrate corporate responsibility
or adequate measures to prevent harm, these operators should
face what I call the ultimate sanction: not just a fine, but the
revocation of their licence.

Tom Watson is Labour MP for West Bromwich East, deputy
leader, and shadow secretary of state for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport
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Sajid Javid forces leadership rivals to pledge
independent probe into Tory Islamophobia
18th June 2019

The remaining Tory leadership candidates have pledged to order an inquiry into
Islamophobia in the party.

Brexit Secretary urges EU to ring-fence citizens’
rights even under no-deal
18th June 2019

Brexit Secretary Stephen Barclay has urged Michel Barnier to work together to
ring-fence citizens’ rights even if there is a no-deal Brexit.

Tory election guru Lynton Crosby says next PM
must give public a 'sense of hope'
18th June 2019

Tory polling guru Sir Lynton Crosby says the next Tory leader must give the
British people “a sense of hope” and must be “someone of character”.

Dominic Raab eliminated from Tory leadership
contest as Boris Johnson cements huge lead
18th June 2019

Dominic Raab has been eliminated from the Tory leadership race as Boris
Johnson extended his lead over his rivals.

Nigel Farage milkshake attacker pleads guilty to
assault and criminal damage
18th June 2019

A man has pleaded guilty to common assault and criminal damage after he
threw a milkshake at Nigel Farage in Newcastle last month.

Labour hit with £1K Xne by watchdog for inaccurate
donation reports
18th June 2019

Labour has been slapped with a £1000 fine by the elections watchdog for failing
to provide an accurate account of its donations.

Tory members willing to sacriXce the Union to exit
EU, says poll
18th June 2019

Tory members are willing to destroy their own party, sacrifice the Union and
allow Scottish independence and a united Ireland if it means leaving the
European Union, according to a new poll.
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Parliament:
John Angeli -
Director of
Parliamentary
Audio/Video
17th June 2019

As Director of Parliamentary
Audio/Video John Angeli’s role
involves opening up Parliament in
new and exciting ways, overseeing
the relaunch of...

Lord Bird: We
must
incorporate a
future
generations
test into
policy making
17th June 2019

It is time to stop playing the
generation game and instead develop
a long-term holistic approach to
tackling problems, writes Lord Bird

Sarah
Newton: We
cannot reach
net zero
carbon
without
improving
home energy
e_ciency
17th June 2019

The government must publish a plan
to meet domestic energy efficiency
targets in order to achieve net zero
carbon by 2050, writes Sarah Newton

Baroness
Janke: Repair
our broken
social
security
safety net
now
17th June 2019

Fourteen million UK citizens now live
in poverty. The government must
urgently re-establish a welfare system
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